
YOUR ISP & PRIVACY
NEW LAWS REGARDING COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT



Aims

What does the law say?


How can I protect myself?


What is the procedure followed by ISPs when they 
are notified of a copyright infringement?



Important:  Limitations of 
Information Provided

Discussion about the issues


Information purposes only


If you need legal advice, your best bet is to 
consult a lawyer



WHAT’S THE 
PROCEDURE?
HOW ISPS RESPOND TO 
INFRINGEMENT NOTICES



Notice and Notice System

Based on existing practice 
of Canadian ISPs


Now mandatory — ISPs 
subject to fines if they fail to 
comply


Copyright holders can 
request proof of compliance



Notice and Notice System
Copyright holder emails ISP

Email is parsed by NCF’s automated script

Script checks logs — who had IP address at 
timestamp

Complaint forwarded to member w explanation



COMPLAINT
WHAT DO WE RECEIVE FROM RIGHTS HOLDERS?



NOTICE TO MEMBERS
WHAT DO WE SEND ON TO THE ACCOUNT HOLDER?



Notice and Notice System

NO personal details are 
sent back to copyright 
holder without a court 

order



Maximum Penalties

Less than penalties for non-digital infringement


Aim is to reduce piracy, while focussing on major 
culprits


Consumers distinguished from commercial piracy


Harsher penalties levied at those who run and 
facilitate mass file sharing systems — eg, Pirate 
Bay



Maximum Penalties

Specifically for consumers:


Between $100 and $5000 in total damages


Higher penalties for multiple infringements, 
capped at $5000


Numbers could be higher if multiple copyright 
holders are involved — multiple downloads

$100-5000



Protecting Your Privacy
Please be aware, your ISP 
forwards notices as they are 
received, and does not verify the 
accuracy of the information 
contained


Some enforcement agencies 
have been known to provide 
misleading information, to 
frighten users into a settlement


Contacting the rights holder will 
make them aware of your identity, 
which they would otherwise need 
a court order to obtain



Controversy
Notice and notice system designed 
to protect the copyright holder and 
internet users 


But a coalition of copyright experts 
and civil society groups are 
concerned about misuse of the 
system


They drafted April 2015 letter asking 
the government to fix "loopholes" in 
the Act 


Open Media has a petition against 
misuse of copyright notice with 
11,000 signatures



Controversy
The coalition says some copyright 
holders and/or their agents are:


Presuming guilt in the notice, without 
evidence 


Including extravagant demands for 
damages, well in excess of what's 
available under Canada's Copyright 
Act 


Demanding unreasonable settlements 
for infringement


Threatening suspension of the user's 
internet account if they don't settle 
with the rights holder



Letter from the Coalition:
"We advocate for a light-handed regulatory approach that seeks compliance rather than coercion. Notices 
under the system should, under penalty of perjury:


properly identify the notice as a mere allegation of infringement, and not a determination of infringement, 
a commencement of litigation or a conclusion that the recipient is in fact liable for unlawful conduct;


accurately identify the rights-holder on whose behalf the notice is sent;


provide details informing the allegation of infringement (including the work involved, the date and time);


include no settlement demand or offer;


make no mention of damages or other remedies under the Copyright Act, or, alternatively, require 
accurate reference to such remedies, including limitations applicable to non-commercial infringement 
under the law; 


explicitly state that receipt of a notice does not necessarily mean the recipient is engaged in infringing 
activities;


standardization of notice letters, preferably in forms provided by regulation; and


mention the potential applicability of exceptions and defences to copyright infringement such as fair 
dealing" 



Coalition includes:
Samuelson-Glushko Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC), University of Ottawa


OpenMedia


Project Gutenberg Canada


Consumers Council of Canada


Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)


Union des consommateurs


British Columbia Library Association


Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC)


Michael Geist, Canada Research Chair in Internet and E-Commerce Law at the University of Ottawa


British Columbia Freedom of Information and Privacy Association (BCFIPA)


Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA)


Michael Markwick, PhD, School of Communications, Capilano University


Privacy and Access Council of Canada


Connie Fournier, Free Dominion


Tannis Braithwaite, Executive Director of BC PIAC


Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT)


Saskatchewan Library Association



How is copyright 
infringement tracked?

Downloads (including streaming) from websites 
require a court order to search server logs


With BitTorrent and other Peer-to-Peer file sharing, 
there is no central server



Peer-to-Peer File Sharing

Files hosted on users’ computers


Users connect to each other to download files


Central server lists files available, but does not 
host any files directly



How is copyright 
infringement tracked?

Clients gathered in a swarm


Everyone can see everyone else on it


Enforcement agencies join a swarm and begin 
downloading a file


Any client that exchanges bytes with them can be 
identified as a possible copyright infringer



What an IP address is
Your digital address.  Generally, a new 
address is assigned to you whenever 
your DSL/Cable modem connects to 
your ISP


Every request you make on the 
internet comes from your digital 
address


Therefore all your online activity traces 
back to your IP


Because IP addresses change 
regularly, rights holders generally 
cannot tell whether two different 
infringements happened on the same 
account



IP Addresses and Privacy 
— Rights Holder

Rights holders cannot use IP addresses to identify 
you personally


Can determine what network, and what ISP the 
address is from


Like a postal code to an apartment building


To obtain a court order, must provide evidence of 
infringement



IP Addresses and Privacy 
— NCF

Only the ISP will know what IP address is 
associated with a given account


Requires searching through logs


IP Address: Can be obtained from ISP with a court 
order



Processing Times

Initial notices (those sent to 
NCF) aren't always timely — 
may be for apparent 
infringements recorded 
days or weeks prior


In terms of the notices NCF 
receives and sends, 
processed daily — same-
day or next-day service



Processing Times

44% of Infringement 
Notices are delivered to 
account holder within one 
day of incident


22% take more than a week 
to be received by NCF and 
delivered to member


Max time from date of 
infringement: 16 days

Same or Next Day
2-6 Days
Week+



AN ISP’S 
PERSPECTIVE
WHAT ROLE DOES NCF PLAY 
IN ALL OF THIS?



What does NCF know 
about my connection?

When you connect to the 
Internet, your ISP assigns 
you an IP address


IP address is used for every 
connection you make online


NCF logs what IP address it 
assigns to whom and when


Necessary to direct traffic to 
you, but can also be used to 
identify you



Does NCF see everything 
I do on my connection?

No


Equipment to do deep-
packet inspection is 
expensive


Requires real-time analysis


NCF does not opt to invest 
in this technology



Enforcement
So far, ISPs are not being called 
to be enforcers


ISPs will "not be held liable for 
the copyright infringements of 
their subscribers, to the extent 
that they are acting as neutral 
intermediaries" 

Subject to fines only for failure to 
comply with notice-and-notice 
policy


Falls to rights holders to enforce, 
through litigation



MEMBER 
RESPONSE
WHAT WE’VE BEEN HEARING



Member Responses
Most often it's a combination of 
concerned and confused


In some cases, confused 
because they don't understand 
what the notice is about, or 
because they don't think they've 
done anything wrong


Am I doing anything wrong?


Should I be concerned by these 
notices?


How can I avoid them?



Am I doing anything 
wrong?

According to Canadian law, 
any download of 
copyrighted content without 
permission is illegal


Subject to civil suit



Should I be concerned by 
these notices?

Legitimate legal notice — 
rights holders entitled take 
civil action


Current implementation 
relies on warnings — NCF 
has not received any court 
orders to date


Provided you take steps to 
prevent future infringements, 
should be safe from suit



What’s the risk?
Rights holders are entitled to 
seek legal recourse for the 
first offence


US rights holders seem to be 
pursuing scare tactics at 
current, hoping to curtail 
activities


This may change in the 
future


Not good to be on their radar



What can I do to avoid 
them?

Best way to avoid — 
prevent infringements by 
your account


If you have been 
downloading from P2P 
services, or other pirated 
sources, stop immediately


If you have not, find out how 
they occurred, and take 
steps to prevent it



IT WASN’T ME!
WHY AM I RECEIVING 
THESE?!



How did this happen?

If you’re certain you didn’t 
download anything illegally, 
try to figure out who did


Is your wireless network 
secured?


Is there anyone else using 
your internet account who 
might have?



Open Wireless — Home

If you run unsecured WIFI, anyone can access


Unsafe for many reasons, beyond this discussion


Makes it possible for other people to use your 
internet connection to download copyrighted 
material



Open Wireless — Home

Not easy to prove your innocence with regards to 
downloads


You are responsible if they point to your IP


Secure your wireless network



Secure Wireless

Protected with a password


Traffic is encrypted — 
cannot be intercepted by 
computers in range


Prevents unauthorized 
persons from using your 
internet connection



How can I tell if my wireless 
network is secured?

Was a password required the first 
time you connected to it?


Some operating systems show a 
lock icon next to the network


Log in to router — if password is 
not set, can create one


If you’re unsure how to log in to 
your router, ask for help from a 
tech-savvy friend or family 
member


All routers sold by NCF are 
secured automatically



Authorized users

Sometimes authorized users may be downloading 
copyrighted materials


E.g., children who aren’t aware of the laws they 
may be breaking


Account holder may be held responsible


Important to talk with your family about respecting 
copyright, and the penalties of infringement



How can I tell if someone in my 
household is downloading 
copyrighted material?

Ask.  No luck? —>


Watch lots of movies + no Netflix or iTunes?


Play variety of games + no packaging for bought 
games?


Have a stack of burned DVDs, labeled w Sharpie?



How can I tell if someone in my 
household is downloading 
copyrighted material?

Use software such as 
BitTorrent


Window with long list of 
progress bars


Strange filenames like 
True.Detective.S02E05.HDT
V.x264-ASAP[ettv]


You receive a notice of 
infringement from your ISP



Provide Alternatives
The best way to keep people from 
engaging in illegal downloading, is 
to provide them with legal options


If they have access to Netflix & 
Spotify, they may be less likely to 
be tempted by illegal 
downloading


Netflix, Shomi, CBC, Spotify, 
Apple Music, CraveTV


Local library


Creative Commons



YouTube

Not liable for watching 
something that someone 
else made publicly available


If the video is infringing, it's 
up to YouTube and/or the 
 individual who posted the 
video to take it down



Open Wireless — Public
While it may be tempting just to use public 
wireless and try to circumvent the law, not 
a good idea


It's possible to monitor open wifi traffic, so 
one should refrain from any activity you 
wouldn't want others to see


It is still the downloading of copyrighted 
materials that is illegal


While harder for rights holders to track 
down public wireless users, not impossible, 
and you would still be liable for damages


Many wifi providers require you to accept 
terms of service that put the legal burden 
on to the end user, rather than the internet 
account holder



VPNs (Virtual Private 
Networks)

They may help protect against identification, or to provide access to 
out-of-country services


Using VPNs to hide possibly-illegal activity may not be the best idea


The VPN company will have to be 'searched' in order to reveal the 
real IP that they then follow up with the ISP


Some VPN companies may claim they don't track IPs, but they 
could also be lying, and they could even be tracking you


Some people use a VPN service for defeating country-locks, such 
as accessing Pandora, US Netflix or Hulu — not illegal, but may 
violate terms of use



Impact to Date
We have not been contacted by any of the enforcement 
agencies except by way of the automatic notices


We have to keep the logs of the emails in case of the 
eventuality that they ever do contact us or make any requests


Not a guarantee that no action will be taken


Logs must be kept for at least a year, so rights holders don’t 
need to take immediate action


History of waiting before taking action, so as to build up a 
larger case



Should I care about these 
regulations?

Yes if —>


You have copyright material that you wish to 
protect


You use material from the Internet that may be 
copyright protected, without permission (music, 
photos, games, etc.)


You allow others to access the Internet through 
your connection



NOTICE 
BREAKDOWN
# OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE 
RECEIVED A GIVEN # OF 
NOTICES



Notices per month

Many the first month, then a 
drop


Possibly a reaction to the 
newness of the notices — 
users stopping downloading


Large spike in the spring


Now on a downward trend



Notice Effectiveness

51% of those notified have 
received only one notice


80% of notified have 
received three or fewer 
notices


Only 5% of notified users 
have received more than 
eight notices

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9+



Notice Effectiveness
Canadian government claims the 
notice-and-notice system is unique


Reports are that it has been 
successful at reducing piracy and 
raising awareness without the 
need of more draconian legal clubs


Matches my experience at NCF, 
with members responding to 
notices and learning more clearly 
what constitutes piracy and, in 
some cases, what their kids are 
doing



FAST FACTS
STATS TO DATE

Record notices by 
one member

# notices / day

32

2.5

% members who 
have received a notice 8

# notices total 717

potential cost to 
members (total, at 

max penalty)
1.3M



What’s ahead?

Much more serious issue in 
the US


Rights holders have been 
able to pursue and punish 
individuals with statutory 
damages


Have wanted to do so in 
Canada, but this hasn't 
happened yet


